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Pegi Williams Book Shop presents CURRICULUM TERM 1 
2016. FREE POSTAGE/DELIVERY applies to all orders and 
10% SCHOOL DISCOUNT to all titles except specials. Selections 
from this brochure are available “ON APPROVAL” and extended 
payment terms are available upon request. All prices include GST.
Please order online at www.pegiwilliams.com.au or number the 
Quantity column alongside corresponding numbers on the back 
page Order Form (multiples are available) and fax or mail to 
Pegi Williams Book Shop. Your order will be supplied promptly. 
Specific categories, general selections, individual titles and overseas 
publications can be supplied anytime during the year. CHILDREN’S 
BOOKWEEK SHORTLIST 2016 will be sent to all schools once announced. 

Please checkout our website for this mailing 
and other specials at: 

www.pegiwilliams.com.au 
CHILDREN’S BOOKWEEK: 20th - 26th AUGUST 2016 

Theme: Australia – Story Country
Notable Books Announced: Tuesday 18th April 2016

Shortlist Announced: Friday 20th May 2016
(Watch out for our Shortlist Brochure with reviews and pictures 
plus Year Themes once the shortlist is announced in late May)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

1-8. Fairytales Gone Wrong (Steve Smallman)  $24.99 $22.50ea
Classic Fairy tales with a twist…learning about kids HEALTH and hygiene. HEALTH AND 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - ENGLISH (Literature)
1. Blow Your Nose, Big Bag Wolf  
2. Don’t Pick Your Nose, Pinocchio! NEW 
3. Eat Your Greens, Goldilocks  
4. Get Some Rest, Sleeping Beauty! NEW 
5. Give Us A Smile Cinderella  
6. Keep Running, Gingerbread Man  
7. Rapunzel, Rapunzel, Wash Your Hair! NEW
8. Stinky Jack and The Beanstalk NEW
9-12. Go Go Global (Nancy Loewen)  $28.99 $26.10ea
With simple, rhyming text and vibrant full-page photographs, young readers will love this 
showcase of the world’s diversity. From clothing to food to homes to our very faces, humans 
are both individual and universal. GEOGRAPHY - SCIENCE (Biological SCIENCE)
9. Clothing of the World 11. Homes of the World  
10. Food of the World 12. People of the World
13.  Joey Counts to Ten  

(Sally Morgan and Ambelin Kwaymullina)  $24.95 $22.46
Watch, look, listen and count!  Experience the rhythm of life in the bush as Joey and his 
mum go about their day. Bright colourful illustrations are perfect for learning to count, 
but this is so much more than just a counting book. Find and learn Australian animals. 
Follow the mood of the weather as the story leads Joey from dawn to starlit night.  
MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra) - ENGLISH (Literature)

14. Little Elliot Big Family (Mike Curato)  $19.95 $17.96
When Mouse heads off to his family reunion, Little Elliot decides to go for a walk. As he 
explores each busy street, he sees families in all shapes and sizes. In a city of millions, 
Little Elliot feels very much alone—until he finds he has a family of his own! HISTORY 

15. Me and My Family Tree (Joan Sweeney)  $14.95 $13.46
In “Me and My Family Tree,” a young girl uses simple language, her own childlike 
drawings, and diagrams to explain how the members of her family are related to each 
other and to her. Clear, colorful, detailed artwork and a fill-in family tree in the back help 
make the parts of the family - from siblings to grandparents to cousins - understandable 
to very young readers.

16.  What This Story Needs is a Hush and a Shush  
(Emma J Virjan)  $14.99 $13.50

What this bedtime needs is a pig in a wig, brushing her teeth, combing her hair, and going to 
sleep with her pink teddy bear. All Pig wants to do is sleep, but the farm animals are keeping 
her awake! Will she ever find some peace and quiet? Join Pig in another fun read-aloud 
adventure on the farm and find out if she’ll ever catch some ZZZs! ENGLISH (Language)
17. Who Is Happy? See and Say Your First Feelings (Jarvis)  $24.99 $22.50
Everyone in Happyhop House experiences lots of feelings during their day. Can you spot 
who is happy to be playing paper aeroplanes? Who is sad that the last slice of cake 
has gone? Who is scared of the dark? At age 2, children enter a crucial stage in their 
development by starting to form friendships. In this fun, interactive question-and-answer 
book, young readers can look carefully at the pictures to work out who’s feeling what, 
learning how to understand 12 key emotions and recognise them in others. HEALTH AND 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Personal, Social and Community HEALTH)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

18-21. Animal Body Coverings (Various)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Find out all about different body coverings, from the snails on shells to the fur on monkeys and other 
mammals. Discover how body coverings vary and the different jobs they do in helping animals to 
survive. SCIENCE (Biological Science)

18. Why Do Monkeys and Other Mammals Have Fur? 
19. Why Do Owls and Other Birds Have Feathers? 
20. Why Do Snails and Other Animals Have Shells?
21. Why Do Snakes and Other Animals Have Scales?

22.  Australian Kids Through the Years  
(Tania McCartney and Andrew Joyner)  $24.99 $22.50

Australian Kids through the Years takes a look at childrens lives, from the time of the first children, 
to the colonial era and Federation, and through the decades of the twentieth century to the present 
day. For each period, the book introduces a particular girl and a boy who then feature in the 
following spread. The spreads show what Australian kids liked to eat, the games they played, the 
clothes they wore and the activities they enjoyed. See how these things have changed through 
the years. What games did Aboriginal children like Kiah and Mandu once play? How did Meg and 
William wear their hair in colonial times? What books did Matthew and Ming read during the 1970s? 
Which toys were huge in the 1990s? HISTORY 

23. Growing Up at Uluru Australia (Stanley Breeden)  $19.95 $17.96
Anangu are the traditional custodians of the great rock Uluru and the awe-inspiring domes of Kata 
Tjuta. Stan Breeden’s brilliant images show how Anangu lore and culture are passed on to the 
children who will become UluruKata Tjuta’s next custodians. HISTORY - SCIENCE (Biological 
Science) - ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER HISTORIES AND CULTURES

24. Hey! What’s that Nasty Whiff? (Julia Jarman and Garry Parsons)  $15.99 $14.40
Hyena spends all day scrubbing, scouring and scooping up everybody else’s mess. But the other 
animals never lend a hand-they just make more and more mess, and they don’t even seem to 
notice all Hyena’s hard work. So when Vulture persuades Hyena to take a well earned holiday, the 
savannah gets rather stinky . . . In this comical story about working together, Hyena’s friends learn 
that saving the planet is all about teamwork. GEOGRAPHY - ENGLISH (Literature)

25. Kindy Kitchen (Jessica Rosman and Nette Lodge)  $19.99 $18.00
Welcome to KINDY KITCHEN - where fruit and vegies come to life!  How do you get kids to love 
their fruit and veg? Spark their imaginations!  In KINDY KITCHEN you’ll meet - and eat! - a rainbow 
fruit serpent, a pineapple crocodile and a cucumber frog, and you’ll discover a new flavour of fun 
with this amazingly entertaining and seriously adorable cookbook!  With its delicious combination 
of illustrated rhymes and 30 juicy fresh fruit and vegetable recipes, KINDY KITCHEN will keep those 
rumbling little bellies full of what nature intended! HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

26. Sharon, Keep Your Hair On (Gillian Rubinstein)  $14.99 $13.50
If you were Sharon or Jase what would you do? They never seem to have enough room in their 
house but everyone wants to come and live with them anyway. You’ll laugh (and groan) at all the 
changes they have to make, and you’ll read their story aloud so many times that your own family 
will want to build on a special room - just for you! HISTORY - ENGLISH (Literature)

27. Walking with the Seasons in Kakadu (Diane Lucas)  $16.95 $15.26
This sumptuous book invites us to closely observe the birds, plants and animals that inhabit 
the unique environment of Kakadu, through an understanding of the six Aboriginal seasons and 
their characteristics. Join Diane Lucas and Ken Searle as they walk through the bush of northern 
Australia. Follow the seasonal calendar of the Gundjeihmi-speaking people of Kakadu. ‘This is a 
story that has got to be told to children so they know country - no good just sitting in the classroom 
all day. You’ve got to get outside and discover the bush, feel the changes, see what’s there.’ 
GEOGRAPHY - ENGLISH (Literature)

28. What’s The Time, Dinosaur? (Ruth Paul)  $15.99 $14.40
Whats the time, Mr Rex? Dinner time! A playful dinosaur what’s the time story based on the 
favourite playground game, What’s the Time, Mr Wolf? Count down to bedtime with the dinosaurs 
as they tiptoe, s-t-r-e-t-c-h, run and R-O-A-R their way through this favourite playground game! 
MATHEMATICS (Measurement and Geometry)

29.  Wonder Garden: Wander Through the World’s Habitat  
(Jenny Broom and Kristjana S Williams)  $35.00 $31.50

Open the gates of the Wonder Garden to explore five of Earth’s most extraordinary habitats, each 
filled with incredible creatures and epic scenery. Trek through the Amazon Rainforest, travel to the 
Chihuahuan Desert, dive in the Great Barrier Reef, delve deep into the Black Forest and stand on 
the roof of the world - the Himalayan Mountains - to see nature at its wildest. SCIENCE (Biological 
Science)

YEAR 1 (18-29)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

30. Cora Caterpillar (Emma Tranter and Barry Tranter)  $19.99 $18.00
Cora Caterpillar takes readers on a journey through the life of a monarch caterpillar, explaining all 
the details of how it lives. With a clear narrative, friendly characters, fascinating facts and graphic 
illustrations, this is a fun and informative introduction to animal life cycles. SCIENCE (Biological 
Science) - ENGLISH (Literature)

31-36. Healthy Eating (Gemma McMullen)  $26.99 $24.30ea
The Healthy Eating series explores each of the main food groups in a fun and informative way. 
Young readers will learn where food comes from and which foods are best for their bodies. HEALTH 
AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

31. Fats and Sugars  33. Meat and Fish  35. Starchy Foods 
32. Fruit  34. Milk and Dairy  36. Vegetables

37. Last Book Before Bedtime, The (Nicola Byrne)  $27.99 $25.20
A familiar fairy tale is turned topsy-turvy when Cinderella hijacks the story of The Three Little Pigs, 
insisting that romantic princess stories are best. Then Little Red Riding Hood jumps in, adamant 
that her story is better because it’s full of DANGER. But disaster strikes when all the arguing tears 
a page in the book. Uh- oh! What will they do? The characters make up their own story, of course, 
and one with enough funniness, romance, danger AND CAKE (obviously) to keep everyone happy. 
ENGLISH (Literature) - ENGLISH (Literacy)

38-40. Past in Pictures (Alex Woolf)  $18.99 $17.10ea
This series looks at past eras; at the way rich and poor families lived, the concept of holidays and 
leisure time for families and how the role of men, women and children from Victorian times, through 
two world wars, to modern day, have changed. Allows the reader to speculate about people’s lives 
in the past to further develop their understanding that people lived differently in the past. HISTORY

38. Photographic View of Crime and Punishment 
39. Photographic View of Holidays 
40. Photographic View of Hospitals

41. Sam’s Bush Journey (Sally Morgan and Bronwyn Bancroft)  $14.95 $13.46
Sam is a young boy who like most young boys of this generation loves computers, DVDs, 
IPODS and iPhones. He hates the Australian bush and the outdoors. Sam would be happy if it all 
disappeared. Then he goes to stay with his Nanna who LOVES the outdoors and going for long 
walks in the bush. Through storytelling, Nanna begins to teach Sam about the bush: Sam realises 
through his own journey that the bush has an abundance of good things on offer - including 
adventure. GEOGRAPHY- ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER HISTORIES AND 
CULTURES - ENGLISH (Literature)

42. Shake a Leg (Boori Monty Prior and Jan Ormerod)  $24.99 $22.50
A unique picture book collaboration about having fun, sharing culture and the power of story and 
dance. A picture book to get the whole town dancing.  From pizza shop to bora ground, here is a 
joyous celebration of food, dance and cultural understanding. When three young boys go to a pizza 
parlour and meet an Aboriginal chef who can speak Italian and make a deadly pizza, they’re in for 
a surprise!  ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER HISTORIES AND CULTURES - 
ENGLISH (Literature) - THE ARTS (Dance)

43. What a Waste BIG BOOK (Jill McDougall)  $45.95 $41.36
We use water every day and we waste water everyday.  This book gives examples of how we waste 
water and gives reasons for not wasting it.  A good starting point for more discussion on water 
conservation.  Full page photographs and simple text, makes this title suitable for use with children. 
SCIENCE (Earth and Space Sciences)

44. You and Me Murrawee (Kerri Hashmi and Felicity Marshall)  $14.99 $13.50
‘We walk this same brown earth - you and me, Murrawee ...’ In this lyrical, beautifully observed 
picture book, we see through the eyes of a young girl camping on the river with her family, life as 
it would have been two hundred years ago. HISTORY - ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT 
ISLANDER HISTORIES AND CULTURES - ENGLISH (Literature)

YEAR 2 (30-44)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

YEAR 3 (45-63)

45-48. Awesome Asian Animals (Various)  $29.99 $27.00ea
Take a trip on an animal adventure in Asia! Watch orangutans swing through the trees and king 
cobras slither through the grass. Simple and engaging text paired with colorful photos let young 
readers explore each animal’s habitat, diet, behavior, and life cycle. Find out why Asian animals are 
awesome! GEOGRAPHY- ASIA AND AUSTRALIA’S ENGAGEMENT WITH ASIA

45. Bengal Tigers Are Awesome!  47. King Cobras Are Awesome! 
46. Giant Pandas Are Awesome!  48. Orangutans Are Awesome!

49.  Charlie Piechart and the Case of the Missing Pizza  
(Marilyn Sadler and Erin Comstock)  $24.99 $22.50

Charlie Pie Chart is an adorable and funny character that brings fractions, percentages, and money 
alive. It’s pizza night at Charlie’s house. . . . With 6 pizza eaters, 3 sizes of pizza on the delivery 
menu, and 2 slices for everybody, there’s bound to be at least 1 mystery! Can Charlie solve it? Yum! 
MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra) - ENGLISH (Literature)

50. Forward March (Christobel Mattingley and David Kennett)  $24.99 $22.50
On Anzac Day in Australia, people of all ages and nationalities gather at war memorials for the dawn 
service and line city streets for the march. On this national day of mourning and commemoration, 
they honour the men and women who returned from war and the sons, fathers, grandfathers and 
good mates who did not. HISTORY - ENGLISH (Literature)

51-55. Harmony and Understanding: Festival Fun (Various)  $12.95 $11.66ea
Harmony and Understanding is a series promoting awareness and respect for the diverse cultural 
experiences in a multicultural society.  These factual readers explore different festivals and 
celebrations, food, arts, religion, families and schools. HISTORY 

51. Easter Fun: Greek Easter Traditions  
52. Festival Fun: A Muslim Eid Festival  
53. Happy Lunar New Year! An Asian Festival 
54. Our Shabbat: A Jewish Celebration 
55. St Patrick’s Day: An Irish Celebration

56. Festival Fun Teaching Guide   $21.95 $19.76

57.  Mabrook: A World of Muslim Weddings  
(Na’ima B Roberts and Shirin Adl)  $24.99 $22.50

Lyrical description of Muslim wedding ceremonies across the world, including Pakistan, Morocco, 
Somalia and UK. This colourful and exotic picture book shows the different ways Muslims in 
different countries celebrate the sacred ceremony, while also describing the vows and promises 
common to all Muslim marriages. HISTORY (Knowledge and Understanding)

58. Meet Sidney Nolan (Yvonne Mes and Sandra Eterovic)  $24.99 $22.50
Sidney Nolan is one of Australia’s most admired and recognised visual artists. This is the story of 
how he developed his iconic Ned Kelly series of paintings, brought modernist art to Australia and 
took Australian art to an admiring international audience. THE ARTS (Visual Arts)

59.  Read and Experiment: Experiments with Heating and Cooling  
(Isabel Thomas)  $29.99 $27.00

Can you make rain in a jar? What are solids, liquids and gases? What is a melting point? Explore 
the world of heating and cooling with clear text, real-world examples and fun, safe step-by-step 
experiments. This book brings the science of temperature to life, explaining the concepts and 
encouraging children to be hands-on scientists. SCIENCE (Chemical Science)

60-63. Solar System (Gemma McMullen)  $26.99 $24.30ea
This series explores the four key elements of our Solar System; The Sun, The Moon, The Planets 
and The Stars. With each title including fascinating facts and photographic images, young readers 
will enjoy discovering what lies in the darkness beyond. SCIENCE (Earth and Space Sciences)

60. Moon, The  61. Planets, The  62. Stars, The  63. Sun, The
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

64.  Big Countdown: 30 Million Different Insects In The Rainforest  
(Paul Rockett)  $18.99 $17.10

You can count numbers all around you, from the eight legs on a spider to the one nose on your face. 
But can you count the animal species found in the rainforest or the fish in the River Amazon? Find 
out all about its extraordinary variety of plant and animal life, its tribal people, its layered structure, 
its role as an oxygen producer and why we need to protect it. GEOGRAPHY - MATHEMATICS 
(Number and Algebra)

65.  Big Countdown: Ten Thousand, Eight Hundred and  
Twenty Endangered Species in the Animal Kngdom  
(Paul Rockett)  $18.99 $17.10

The Big Countdown looks at popular topics and investigates the great many numbers that make 
them fascinating. From the mind-bogglingly large to smallest and most precious, this series helps 
us understand that it’s not just our days that are numbered. Find out all about animals in THE BIG 
COUNTDOWN, including evolution and classification, endangered species, reproduction and life 
cycles, habitats, migration and hibernation. Be amazed by the smallest and largest animals and 
the number of black feathers on a pink flamingo. GEOGRAPHY - MATHEMATICS (Number and 
Algebra) - SCIENCE (Biological Science)

66-69. Close Up Continents (Paul Rockett)  $27.99 $25.20ea
This unique series gets close up to some amazing areas of our world, and allows readers the 
opportunity to explore key countries, topographical features and cities in a way that is both engaging 
and entertaining. In addition, each book highlights significant human, geographical, sporting and 
economic information.  GEOGRAPHY

66. Mapping Africa 68. Mapping Australasia and Antarctica 
67. Mapping Asia 69. Mapping South America

70-76. Lifecycles (Camilla De La Bedoyere)  $9.99 $9.00ea
From kangaroos and sharks to chickens and sunflowers, each title in this series is packed with facts 
about a life cycle. Photographs show children the processes that animals and plants go through on 
their way to being fully grown.

70. Egg to Bee  73. Pup to Shark 75. Seed to Sunflower 
71. Egg to Chicken  74. Puppy to Dog   76. Snakelet to Snake 
72. Egg to Penguin 

77.  Mac Australia Topics: Middle Primary: Bennelong and Governor Phillip 
(Helen Chapman)  $19.95 $17.96

Bennelong was a young Wangal man. He lived on Eora country near the British settlement at 
Sydney Cove. Bennelong was kidnapped on the instruction of Arthur Phillip, Governor of the new 
colony. Phillip wanted to learn about the Indigenous peoples and their land. HISTORY

78-81. Read and Experiment (Isabel Thomas)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Read and Experiment is an engaging series that uses fun experiments to introduce children 
to analytical thinking, scientific concepts and experimental procedures. Through fun, carefully 
designed experiments, it encourages children to get hands-on with science, asking questions 
and seeking their own answers by following the illustrated step-by-step instructions. SCIENCE 
(Physical Sciences) - SCIENCE (Chemical Science)

78. Experiments with Forces 80. Experiments with Materials 
79. Experiments with Magnets 81. Experiments with Plants

82.  Secret Histories #2: Barney and the Secret of the Whales  
(Jackie French)  $12.99 $11.70ea

What is the sailor’s secret about the treasure of Australia’s colony? The second book in a series 
that explores little-known history about Australia’s fascinating past. Barney Bean is keen to make 
his fortune and he hears a secret; a sailor’s secret about the treasure of the colony. But how can 
chasing whales make you rich? Is adventure at sea worth leaving everything he loves? HISTORY 
- ENGLISH (Literature)

83. Birrung: The Secret Friend #1

YEAR 4 (64-83)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

84.  Big Countdown: 70 Thousand, Million, Million Stars In Space  
(Paul Rockett)  $18.99 $17.10

The Big Countdown looks at popular topics and investigates the great many numbers that make 
them fascinating. From the mind-bogglingly large to smallest and most precious, this series helps us 
understand that it’s not just our days that are numbered. Explore Space in THE BIG COUNTDOWN 
from galaxies and stars to the planets in our solar system, including Earth, and our own satellite, 
the Moon. SCIENCE (Earth and Space Sciences) - MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra)

85-88. Connect with Text (Charlotte Guillain)  $29.99 $27.00ea
Learn all about the types on non-fiction writing. This series looks at the features of different types, 
how to use them and enjoy them, examples in the real world, as well as how to write your own 
engaging, effective pieces. ENGLISH (Language) ENGLISH (Literacy)

85. What is Informational Writing? 87. What is Literary Non-Fiction? 
86. What is Instructional Writing?  88. What is Persuasive Writing?

89-92. Exploring Light (Louise Spilsbury)  $28.99 $26.10ea
Each book in this series looks at key concepts surrounding the topic of light: where light comes 
from, how it travels, how it reflects, how shadows are created, and how darkness is the absence 
of light. Packed with interesting, easy-to-understand examples, as well as a variety of hands-on 
experiments, Exploring Light is a fun way to discover the science of light. SCIENCE (Physical 
Sciences)

89. Light and Dark  91. Shadows 
90. Reflecting Light  92. Sources of Light

93. Eye Wonder: Stars and Planets (Dorling Kindersley) $12.99 $11.70
Eyewonder Stars and Planets takes you on a journey to our Solar System revealing the secrets of 
stars and planets. From the huge volcanoes on Venus and massive storms on Jupiter to phases 
of the moon and Astronauts blasting into space, Eyewonder Stars and Planets is your guide to our 
solar system. SCIENCE (Earth and Space Sciences)

94. Heroes of the Wild #6: Leopard’s Tail, The (Nicola Davies)  $11.95 $10.76ea
Malik loves exploring the mountains near his village in Armenia, and he’s never forgotten the leopard 
he once saw as a very young boy. But the night he hears a shot from a poacher’s gun he knows 
his leopard is in grave danger. As Malik strives to find out who would want to kill such a beautiful 
creature, he uncovers a villainous plot that will mean not only the death of his rare and beloved 
leopard, but will harm every other living thing in the mountains too. GEOGRAPHY

95. Elephant Road  98. Walking the Bear 
96. Lion Who Stole My Arm  99. Whale Who Saved Us 
97. Manatee Baby

100. Life in Colonial Australia (Marion Littlejohn)  $17.95 $16.16
Life in Colonial Australia describes the day to day lives of ordinary people in Colonial Australia. 
What was life like for ordinary people in Colonial Australia? Can it really be called The Good Old 
Days when the work was backbreaking and the days were long, even for children? Life in Colonial 
Australia shows us exactly how it was. HISTORY

101. Other Side of the Story, The (Compilation)  $17.99 $16.10
In reality, Cinderella wasn’t the sweetest belle of the ball. She was an annoying chatterbox. Jack and 
a petty thief. And Little Red Riding Hood? Spoiled rotten! It’s all about point of view. Pull up a chair, 
and get the full scoop straight from the mouths of the wicked stepmother, the giant, the prince, 
Baby Bear, and the wolf. ENGLISH (Literature)

102. Whale, The (Ethan Murrow and Vita Murrow)  $29.95 $26.96
There is a legend that a Great Spotted Whale lives in the ocean; local fishermen still talk of it, although 
the first sighting fifty years ago was never corroborated. Now, two young whale watchers each set 
out to find the whale, one armed with sound recording equipment, the other a camera. Mid-ocean 
their boats collide, so they pool their resources and set off together to capture incontrovertible 
proof that the mythical Great Spotted Whale exists. The eventual sighting is a magical moment: the 
whale is truly phenomenal, and swimming along beside her are two small whale calves. The children 
return to shore, solid proof in hand. As an added twist to the story, they discover that it was their 
own grandparents who first sighted the Great Spotted Whale fifty years ago. The Murrow’s epic, 
wordless adventure is brought to life with Ethan’s stunning graphite drawings, which convey the 
drama and haunting beauty of the ocean, and capture the majesty of this awe-inspiring creature. 
WORDLESS PICTURE BOOK ENGLISH (Language) - GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 5 (84-102)
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(RRP) (SCHOOL)

103. Antarctica (Steve Godsworthy) $22.99 $20.70
Antarctica covers almost 20 percent of the Southern Hemisphere. Its landscape is dominated by 
the world’s largest ice sheet. Learn more about this exciting environment in Plants and Animals of 
Antarctica. This is an AV2 media enhanced book. This book comes alive with video, audio, weblinks, 
slide shows, activities, hands-on experiments, and much more. SCIENCE (Biological Science)

104. Big Countdown: Seven Quintillion,  
Five Hundred Quadrillion Grains (Paul Rockett)  $18.99 $17.10

Find out all about Planet Earth in THE BIG COUNTDOWN, including types of rock and how they 
are formed, the longest river and smallest mountain, earthquakes and volcanoes, the water cycle 
and Earth’s atmosphere and how we can really count the grains of sand on our planet. SCIENCE 
(Biological Science) - MATHEMATICS (Number and Algebra)

105-107. Mac Australia Topics (Various)  $19.95 $17.96ea
Covering popular topics in the humanities area of the Australian Curriculum Mac Australia Topics 
combine powerful visual literacy elements with engaging text matched to students’ reading abilities. 
HISTORY - CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP

105. Australian Citizenship 107. How Laws Are Made and Changed 
106. Australia’s Governments

108. My Australian Story: Snowy (Siobhan McHugh)  $16.99 $15.30
Eva Fischer has moved to Cabramurra, the highest town in Australia. Eva feels on top of the world 
too. Surrounded by people of every nationality, Eva makes new friends and tries strange foreign 
food-such as pizza. Eva learns to ski and ride, and even learns that being half German isn’t so 
bad after all. But all around her, momentous things are happening. The Snowy Mountains Scheme 
is underway, huge dams have been built, tunnels constructed, homes abandoned, people lost… 
HISTORY - ENGLISH (Literature)

109. New Australian: Teresa: New Australian (Deborah Abela)  $16.99 $15.30ea
Teresa and her family survived the bombing of their home and went hungry during the long siege 
of their island during the war. Life in peace time is still hard. Her parents want a better life, and so 
apply to migrate to Australia to find it. But after the long voyage to Sydney, there are more testing 
times ahead for Teresa as she tries to learn Australian ways, avoid the bullies and do well at school. 
She is not about to let anything stop her from making her family and her nanna back in Malta proud 
of her. HISTORY - ENGLISH (Literature)

110. Bridget: A New Australian  112. Sian: New Australian 
111. Kerenza: A New Australian

113. Pearl-Shell Diver: A Story of Adventure (Kay Crabbe)  $16.99 $15.30
Sario lives with his family on a remote Torres Strait island, which he never wants to leave - but the 
winds of change are stirring. The year is 1898 and the pearl-shell trade is at its height. When his 
father is coerced to join a white trader on his pearling lugger, thirteen-year-old Sario must go to work 
as a swimming diver to support the family. He can earn more as a pump diver, and is excited by the 
idea of walking on the sea floor, but the competition is fierce, and the only captain who will take him 
on runs the worst outfit in the fleet. With the constant danger of shark attack and the storm of the 
century approaching, can Sario provide for his family and realise his dream? HISTORY - ENGLISH 
(Literature)

114.  Razia’s Ray Of Hope: One Girl’s Dream Of Education 
(Elizabeth Suneby and Suana Verelst)  $26.99 $24.30

Razia’s Ray of Hope is the story of one girl’s dream of getting an education and attending a 
new school in her village in Afghanistan. But her father and brother are against the idea. Can 
she persuade them that it is a good idea?  Razia Jan, who appears in the story, founded the 
Kabuli Education Centre in Afghanistan to offer local girls an education in a story reminiscent of 
Malala Yousafzai’s campaign for female education in Pakistan. CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP – 
GEOGRAPHY - ENGLISH (Literature)

115.  Real Stories from Street Children Across the World  
(Anthony Robinson)  $16.95 $15.26

This sensitive portrayal tells the real-life stories of six courageous children and their families who 
live and work on the streets in Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Guatemala. These resourceful, resilient 
and optimistic children and families talk about their pasts, their present lives and their hopes for the 
future. With colour photographs by the author, and illustrations, these poignant stories come from 
the author of the ground-breaking Refugee Diary series. GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 6 (103-115)
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YEAR 7 (116-124)
116. All About Physics (Richard Hammond)  $19.99 $18.00
Physics doesn’t just happen in a lab - it happens in the kitchen, in your bath, in a car! Join a thrilling high-energy 
journey through time, space and beyond and find out about the physical forces that make our world what it 
is. Find out how SCIENCE affects everything, from roller-coasters to fighter pilots. Crammed with fascinating 
physics facts and interactive experiments. A totally cool look at physics! SCIENCE (Physical Sciences)

117.  Amazing Grace 25th Anniversary Edition (Mary Hoffman and Caroline Binch)  $27.99 $25.20
Grace loves to act out stories. Sometimes she plays the leading part, sometimes she is ‘a cast of thousands.’ 
When her school decides to perform Peter Pan, Grace is longing to play Peter, but her classmates say that Peter 
was a boy, and besides, he wasn’t black...But Grace’s Ma and Nana tell her she can be anything she wants 
if she puts her mind to it. Picture Book. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Investigate the benefits 
to individuals and communities of valuing diversity and promoting inclusivity) - ENGLISH (Literature)

118. Cyclone (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley)  $24.99 $22.50
Pile the presents by the tree, Though clouds spiral out at sea. Wind snarls, skies weep grey, But Santa’s sleigh 
is on its way! Christmas Eve 1974 is marked indelibly into the Australian psyche, as the night tropical Cyclone 
Tracy devastated the city of Darwin. Now, over 40 years later, Jackie French’s lyrical rhyming text tells the 
story of a city’s indomitable spirit, and Bruce Whatley’s sumptuous illustrations bring to life the powerful force 
of the storm to a whole new generation of readers. GEOGRAPHY (Causes, impacts and responses to an 
atmospheric or hydrological hazard) - ENGLISH (Literature)

119-121. Great Empires (Ellis Roxburgh)  $27.99 $25.20ea
Each book in the Great Empires series covers a particular empire or regional series of empires, charting its history 
from its rise to its eventual fall. Concise text and supporting boxes explore the reasons for the empire’s success - 
and its failure - and explain the mechanics of governing the empire and the experience of living under it. HISTORY
119. Chinese Empire, The  120. Egyptian Empire, The 121. Indian Empire, The

122. Historium (Richard Wilkinson)  $39.95 $35.96
Discover more than 140 exhibits in this virtual museum, open all hours. Welcome to the museum! Here you will 
find a collection of objects from ancient civilisations. Objects of beauty, objects of functionality, objects of war, 
objects of life, and objects of death and burial. As you wander from room to room, explore the magnificence of 
what civilisations have left behind over thousands of years of human history. Over 100 full-colour, immaculately 
detailed pages, featuring great works of art and fascinating everyday objects from across six continents. 
Objects are beautifully illustrated and paired with text that explains their story and importance. The large, high-
quality format makes this the ultimate gift for book lovers. HISTORY 

123. One Thousand Hills (James Roy and Noel Zihabamwe) $16.99 $15.30
Agabande, Rwanda, April 1994. The children in the village are doing childlike things, playing with toys they 
make themselves, going to school and church on Sunday. Doing their chores. But there are whispers and looks, 
and messages of hate on the radio, and people are leaving. Pascal is a good boy, trying his best, but the world 
he knows is about to change forever. ENGLISH (Literature)

124. You Rule! Create Your Own Country (Scott Forbes)  $19.99 $18.00
Tired of following other people’s rules? Think you can do better? Now’s your chance! This innovative and fun 
new title from Lonely Planet Kids shows you how to design a completely new nation from scratch. Decide on 
the laws, choose your borders, make your flag, attract loyal citizens and lots more. You’ll get to create, organise, 
govern and judge. You can be king, queen, big chief, emperor, president or dictator. Includes fun projects to 
complete, bold full-colour illustrations and fascinating facts about the world’s micronations. Get ready to claim 
your throne, because right here, right now, you rule! CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP


